
Stand up to daily dirt!The Flash way to clean Help thousands with your reviews

Welcome to our latest project with Flash Speedmop. 
The innovation from Flash that is set to transform our daily clean.

We love the look of pristine floors but with kiddie drips 
and spills, muddy paw prints and puppy hair, we’d 
pretty much have to clean around the clock to make 
sure they stayed that way, right? Not any more! With 
Flash Speedmop you get easy, e� ective and hygienic 
cleaning in a fraction of the time.

Along with 5,500 other busy families and pet 
owners, we’ll show our floors some daily love 
with the Flash Speedmop.

Our Flash Kit contains:
• 1 x Flash Speedmop Starter Kit 

(mop + 6 refill wet cloths)
• 1 x £1 o�  voucher for Flash Speedmop 

wet cloth refills
• Flash cards to help you spread the news 

online!
• This insider’s guide

To share with your friends and family:
• 9 x £2 o�  vouchers for Flash Speedmop or 

Powermop Starter Kit

www.savvycircle.co.uk/flash-speedmop 
Your contact for this project:

olivia@savvycircle.co.uk

www.savvycircle.co.uk/flash-speedmop 

Flash Speedmop is a brand new product in the UK so people thinking about whether 
to buy will be looking out for your reviews. If you’re not sure what to say, just be 
honest! Consider…

• Has the Speedmop cut your cleaning time? 
• Do you like the swivel action? 
• How about the lemony fragrance?

Where to leave reviews:
Head to your savvy circle dashboard. There you’ll find a link to the review page for Flash 
Speedmop. Click on “Write a review” and leave your star rating.

Once you’ve le�  your reviews, let us know of your activity using the tools in your personal 
dashboard: http://savvycircle.co.uk/uk/dashboard/flash-speedmop

The magic technology in the Speedmop 
wet cloths helps to dissolve dirt and lock 
away mess by absorbing and trapping 
them into the wipe’s core. In fact, they’re 2 x 
thicker and wetter than floor wipes making 
them the perfect solution  
for busy-but-house-proud families.

It’s time to get started. Simply click the two 
poles of the mop together (1) attach one 
of the wet cloths (2) and pivot and swivel 
your way across your floors (3). Then, when 
you’ve finished, dispose of the cloth* (4). 
See, easy and perfect for getting into fiddly 
areas, like under the dining table!

As easy as 1,2,3,4…

If you love the smell of a freshly cleaned 
home (and, let’s face it, who doesn’t?) then 
you’re going to love the fresh, lemony scent 
of the wet cloths.

Meet the Flash Family
  
Do you want to take your floor cleaning from everyday 
to deep clean? Then take a look at the Flash Powermop. 
Perfect for larger spaces and suitable for most hard floors, 
the Powermop has a tough scrubbing strip for sticky, dirty 
floors and sprays solution to really get tough on grime.

http://savvycircle.co.uk/uk/dashboard/flash-speedmophttp://savvycircle.co.uk/uk/dashboard/flash-speedmop

Perfect for larger spaces and suitable for most hard floors, 
the Powermop has a tough scrubbing strip for sticky, dirty 

FLASH SPEEDMOP 
Quick, easy and hygienic.Used Speedmop wet cloths can be recycled through our partnership 

with Terracycle. Find your nearest collection point at terracycle.co.uk

The innovation from Flash that is set to transform our daily clean.

To share with your friends and family:
for Flash Speedmop or 

family:
for Flash Speedmop or 
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Sure, your pals want to dance around your kitchen and find out how much quicker 
your clean is but they might just want to learn about the science bit, too! 
Don’t forget to share some of these interesting insights… 

* Not recommended for use on unfinished, oiled or waxed floors

“They’re safe on most hard floors”
Let them know that they can forget about using di
 erent 
products for wood, laminate and tiles. The Flash Speed-
mop is so versatile you can use it on most* hard surfaces.

“They get super tough on grime”
The textured cloths are twice as thick and twice as wet 
as floor wipes, plus they have a tough scrubbing strip for 
removing tough marks and grime. We’re sold!

“It has a 360° degree pivot – perfect for 
kitchen discos…”
The swivel head twists and turns to get into every nook and 
cranny. It’s easy, effective and might just be the thing  that 
turns cleaning floors into the perfect excuse for a party!

3 things your friends should hear about Our project goals Complete your   tasks in a Flash

1. Put the Flash Speedmop to the test
Click your mop together, attach one of the wet 
cloths and then see how speedy your floor clean 
is (use the handy guide overleaf if you need 
any more details on getting started).

3. Reach out 
Invite your pals around for a 
cuppa, show them your new Flash 
Speedmop and once they know 
exactly how it works, share 
your money o
  coupons so 
they can get in on the speedy 
cleaning too!

As a member of this #FlashSpeedmop team we have 
a series of three missions for you!

So you know WHAT you need to do but do you have any ideas on how? Here’s a few    ideas to help you complete your tasks in a Flash and make a SPLASH on social media.

Show your pals the di� erence a speedy clean can make

When it comes to social media, we have a habit of brushing over the messy bits. But for this 
post, we want you to share the mess, too!

1. Take a BEFORE pic of your messy floor.  It could be a snap of your dog 
leaving paw prints and hair or even your little one’s selfie a� er their 
messy meal!  Don’t clean up your #muckypups mess yet!

2. Then, use your Flash Speedmop to quickly and easily clean 
away mess (including dried on dirt) and take the same snap again.

3. Share both pics in one post on Instagram post and caption it 
“The di� erence a speedy clean can make”. 
Use #FlashSpeedmop and #muckypups and let friends 
and followers know how you can keep up with daily dirt!

4. Checked all the boxes on your Flash card? Use the Flash 
Cards to share your progress online with 
#FlashSpeedmop and #muckypups and help your 
followers discover the Flash Speedmop.

Pay your pals a visit

We’ve just discovered how to stand up to daily dirt! How could we not share our 
experiences - and the money o
  coupons - with our closest friends?

Have an impromptu co� ee morning – pay your pal a visit (or invite them to yours), 
show them your vids and pics of your new Flash Speedmop and give them a money o
  
coupon so they can get in on the speedy clean too!

Hold a swivel disco – invite a pal or two around for a cuppa and when they arrive, 
crank up your favourite tunes and have a Swivel Disco. Once you and your pals start 
singing along and dancing around the kitchen, you’ll wonder why you ever cleaned 
alone! Share your money o
  coupons with your pals and don’t forget to snap a pic or 
two using the Flash cards you’ve found in your project kits.

�           

�       

Show o�  your pivot with a Boomerang

It’s time to perfect your swivel technique with Flash Speedmop. The head pivots 360° degrees 
to reach even the tightest nook and cranny! So, practice your pivot and then show it o
  on 
Insta with a perfectly timed boomerang.

1. Perfect your swivel technique – check out how 
the handy Flash Speedmop pivots and turns 
as you do.

2. Ask a pal to shoot your boomerang. 
3. Upload your boomerang as a Post or 

a Story with #FlashSpeedmop and
#muckypups in your post.

4. How long did it take you to clean 
your floors? Use the Flash cards to 
track and share your time online with 
#FlashSpeedmop and challenge the 
rest of the team to beat your score.

1. Put the Flash Speedmop to the test
Click your mop together, attach one of the wet 
cloths and then see how speedy your floor clean 
is (use the handy guide overleaf if you need 
any more details on getting started).

As a member of this #FlashSpeedmop team we have 
a series of three missions for you!

Show o�  your pivot with a Boomerang

It’s time to perfect your swivel technique with Flash Speedmop. The head pivots 360° degrees 
to reach even the tightest nook and cranny! So, practice your pivot and then show it o
  on 
Insta with a perfectly timed boomerang.

1. 

2. 
3. 

4. 2. Get social!
We all love a good boomerang and never have your boomerangs 
been better suited to a project! Show o
  your new speedy 
cleaning process by sharing videos and snaps of your Flash 
Speedmop in action to social media. Don’t forget to use 
#FlashSpeedmop and #muckypups.
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